MEMORANDUM OF MEETING OR CONVERSATION

☐ TELEPHONE ☑ PERSONAL  TIME: 4:05  DATE: 7/8/90

ORIGINATING PARTY

David Morgan

OTHER PARTIES

Sharon Wayne

SUBJECT

HARS Permitting - Demo areas + open burn areas

DISCUSSION

I called Sharon to mention (as suggested by E. Gordon) that

if they could combine their containers storage + open burn

areas in one permit application, they could save the

$10,000 'basic permit' fee. Our wording apply if they submitted the

same information as 2 permit applications. Sharon suggested

June 22 as a deadline for submitting the combined application,

and she would attempt to get the revised demo still to us by

June 4. I said I thought this would probably work in

terms of our schedule. I would check w/ E. Gordon & call

back ASAP if there were any issues; Sharon send a

letter stating this arrangement in writing.

CONCLUSIONS OR AGREEMENTS


DISTRIBUTION

SIGNED


